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Great sunny, furnished and equipped apartment for rent
in a new building with a lift. In move-in condition.
Fourth floor property found in a brand new building in the trendy Born
neighbourhood of Barcelona Old Town, surrounded by quaint shops and cafes with
terraces and just a 5-minute walk away from the beach and Ciutadella Park.

Natural light, Air conditioning, Alarm,
Double glazing, Exterior, Heating,
Renovated, Security, Views
Minimum Rental Period: 12 Months.

This sunny, spacious apartment offers a comfortable layout which includes a living
room – dining room, a modern, fully equipped kitchen with plenty of storage space, a
single bedroom, a complete bathroom with a shower and a spacious double
bedroom. Both of the bedrooms have fitted wardrobes and the apartment features
light wooden floors and perfect smooth walls throughout. What's more, there is an air
conditioning and heating system installed as well as double glazed windows, making
this a very comfortable home at any time of year.
The property is perfectly equipped with quality furniture, a large plasma screen TV
and kitchen appliances. In short, a brand new city centre apartment with absolutely
everything needed to move straight in and start enjoying.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
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seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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